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ABSTRACT

The total amount of energy spent in buildings is quite significant, reaching up to 40% of the world’s total energy 
usage. Accordingly, the EU has set goals requiring zero CO2 emission in buildings by 2020 to respond to the 
increasing energy demand and started continuously supporting innovative research approaches for improving 
energy efficiency in buildings. However, innovative approaches cover the challenges in specific parts (specific 
facilities, building functionalities, etc.) of both new buildings and renovation of existing buildings. Therefore, main 
challenge in current building facilities is scaling up of the building innovative approaches in combination with the 
building usage. So, it is crucial to influence the complex interaction between users and buildings. To reinforce the 
building configuration and adaption according to the occupants’ behaviour, this paper presents a methodology 
to construct a building-user interaction. This methodology aims at developing data mining algorithms and 
semantic models with stream reasoning capabilities that allows occupants and facility managers to monitor 
and control the energy consumption, to detect the energy inefficiencies and to generate recommendations to 
reduce energy consumption whilst increasing occupant comfort. The proposed methodology is modular which 
could be integrated in the existing building management systems and that is promising to reduce energy use in 
existing buildings. 
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INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

The rapid increase in energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions require the governments and the 
society to be aware of the need to conserve natural resources. In this sense, the most common strategy is to 
move towards more sustainable and energy efficient paradigms. As an example, one of the EU priorities is to be 
more sustainable towards 2020 and beyond through promoting strengthen directives and policy frameworks as 
for example Communication on Energy Union (COM (2015)080) [1], the SET-Plan Integrated roadmap, ‘Towards 
an Integrated Strategic Energy Technology (SET) Plan’ (COM (2015) 6317) [2], ‘New deal for consumers’ (COM 
(2015)339) [3] and the accompanying ‘Guidelines for self-consumption’. 

Towards achieving more sustainable and energy efficient paradigms, buildings play a central role. Building 
energy consumption accounts for about 40% of total final energy consumption and around 55% of electricity 
consumption in the EU-28. Considering the rest of EU sectors, building energy consumption is followed by 
transport (32%), industry (26%) and agriculture (2%) [4]. A similar pattern is seen worldwide where buildings 
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account for over 41% of national energy consumption in US (22% for residential buildings and 19% for commercial 
buildings) [4]. In China, building energy consumption reaches 34% of the total energy consumption [5]. Therefore, 
it is important that buildings in the developed countries continue to provide energy savings. 

Energy savings in buildings can be produced along the entire building life cycle (planning, construction, 
utilization and end of life). However, the literature showed that life cycle energy use mostly depend the operation 
energy of the buildings [6]. Therefore, important energy gains can be produced through reducing its operating 
energy significantly using latest advances in technology and management systems. Thus, building operations 
(especially public buildings) are managed by Building Management Systems (BMS). These systems are capable 
of automatically control the operation of energy systems and to monitor the energy consumption. These 
mentioned automation in the energy monitoring and control is carried out by data mining and machine learning 
techniques such as decision trees [7], time series analysis [7], neural networks [8] and optimization algorithms 
among others [9, 10]. Moreover, Multi-Agent System architectures and complex event processing technology 
have been also applied to be more efficient the actuation over the building and fault diagnosis [11]. However, 
these systems might not fully operate efficiently mainly due to increasing demand on maintaining occupant 
comfort. Furthermore, BMS lack interoperability between facilities due to the lack of communication standards 
in building information modelling and data modelling. Spite of the last years communication data models like 
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) have been developed, there exist a gap into its adoption in commercial tools. 
To avoid this interoperability lack, several authors [12, 13] have tried to semantic modelling the building facilities 
in order to deal with the building operational complexity and also support the construction of a more integrated 
decision support system. However, these systems have caused data exhaustion and reasoning inefficiencies 
due to the plausible weakness in semantics in matter of temporal and geospatial combined reasoning [14, 15]. 
Therefore, the fact is that these systems operate as isolated islands according to fixed schedules and maximum 
design occupancy assumptions. Also, these systems make use of code defined occupant comfort ranges 
increasing energy consumption even more [16]. 

Latest trends in BMS rely on including the user behaviour and interaction with the building as a new variable. 
There exist is a need to understand interactions between users and building systems, which can significantly 
reduce the total building energy use [17]. Among various factors influencing building energy consumption, 
occupant behaviour plays an essential role and is difficult to investigate analytically due to its complicated 
characteristics [18]. It should be noted that occupant behaviour refers to actions and reactions of building users 
that have a direct or indirect impact upon building energy consumption. Studies have shown occupant behaviour 
could affect the energy consumption in buildings by a factor of 3 [19] and in some cases up to a factor of 10 
[20]. However, existing BMS cannot include user behaviour in their operating systems due to the complexity of 
understanding the driving factors that could impact occupant behaviour in interacting with different building 
systems and modelling these behaviours.

Under this framework, the HIT2GAP-EU funded project (http://www.hit2gap.eu/) is aimed at reducing the gap 
between the real energy consumption of the building and the simulated one through elaborating an intelligent 
BMS. This BMS will be composed by intelligent modules to analyse the building facilities and consider also 
the user interaction as a main driver to contribute to achieve energy gains. In this overall architecture, the 
“User Behaviour Tool (UBT)” will be in charge of analysing the behaviour of the building facilities and building 
occupants to recommend suitable building operational strategies. The novelty of the proposed system is to 
convey building facilities with user behaviour under an intelligent system capable of dealing with huge torrents 
of information and dynamically adapt behaviour according to the building performance and user-interaction. In 
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this sense, the proposed intelligent system will use streaming semantic reasoning to filter relevant events from 
the huge torrents of data available in the building according to the user state. These relevant user or state will 
serve as input point to adapt building facilities considering also the building occupancy. For this adaptation, data 
mining algorithms will be used to elaborate dynamic semantic rules that filter the incoming information and 
support detection of energy abnormalities. The decision support regarding to perform the building adaptation 
will be done using semantic reasoning based on the relevant events, the dynamic rules and also user comfort 
definitions extracted from standard comfort models and implemented as semantic axioms and facts. As a result, 
building adjustments (e.g. set-points) will be proposed by facility according to the building occupancy and state.
To achieve this, the document firstly provides the main functionalities of the User-Behaviour Tool and identifies 
data requirements (“User-Behaviour Tool: Functionalities and Data Requirements” section). Based on the 
elicitation of the requirements, “The Architecture of the User-Behaviour Tool” section will depict the proposed 
system to recommend building managers suitable control strategies moving the overall building behaviour 
towards zero-energy and low carbon paradigms. At last but not least, “Conclusions and Future Work” section 
will rely on describing main conclusion and future work to be performed under the HIT2GAP-EU funded project 
framework.

USER-BEHAVIOUR TOOL: FUNCTIONALITIES AND DATA REQUIREMENTS 

Due to increasing energy demand, especially for commercial and public buildings, the installation of building 
automation systems with more actuation possibilities could confer a large energy-saving potential. The focus is 
generally on the integrated control of HVAC, lighting and shade/blind positioning of an individual building/floor/
zone so that different separations can be actuated independently from each other. Accordingly, independent 
actuation enables making adjustments on set-points as well as actuation, which increase the possibility of 
reducing the corresponding energy use.  However, these systems lack information about user comfort levels and 
have default settings mainly based on thermal comfort standards, which might not represent the preference 
of users within a particular environment. Accordingly, specific conditions of a building might lead users to take 
actions for increased comfort levels such as opening windows for increased thermal comfort or turning on lights 
for increased visual comfort.  
The UBT aims at detecting wasteful user behaviour practices in a building in order to generate cross-dimensional 
recommendations for optimized user comfort and energy efficiency. The functionalities of the user-behaviour 
tool were determined via a survey among HIT2GAP consortium consisting of 22 partners representing different 
stakeholders including facilities managers, construction companies, end-users and BMS providers. Different use-
cases were analysed and the main functionalities of the user-behaviour are identified as follows:

· Maintaining ambient comfort of thermal and visual levels for the working environment, 

· Supervising HVAC system, its energy consumption and generating recommendations towards reducing 
energy consumption

· Programming and optimizing the HVAC equipment operation

· Operating lighting systems based on occupancy

· Treating aggregated user complaints, preferences and associated troubleshooting
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The tool takes into consideration aggregated/anonymized users’ indoor environmental condition preferences 
and their state (i.e. stressed, excited) as well as air quality requirements. The preferences and perceived comfort 
of users will be obtained via online questionnaires and will be associated with the current status of building 
systems (i.e. thermal comfort conditions and illuminance). In addition, wearable devices will be utilized to extract 
information on the user state.  Therefore and in order to model user behaviour, current statuses of the building 
including energy consumption, indoor and environmental conditions have to be collected. In addition, sensor 
and actuator information as well as their current status have to be integrated in the model to further generate 
and/or implement recommendations aiming at reducing energy consumption. As can be seen in Figure 1, physical 
and contextual parameters both at the mid-term and immediate level have direct impact on the user behaviour. 
These parameters and corresponding data can be categorized under 4 main groups: (i) Data for defining building 
/ facility ( i.e. building type, elements, infrastructure), (ii) Data for defining building systems (i.e. HVAC type, 
lighting systems), (iii) Measured and/or predicted data (i.e. environmental conditions, energy consumption), (iv) 
User behaviour and state data (i.e. user profile , preference of users). Overall, these data have to be collected in 
order to provide a comprehensive approach to modelling user behaviour and building performance. 

User Behaviour
• Turn light on
• Turn light off
• Change thermostate setting
• Open Window
• Close Window
• Open Door
• Close Door
• Complain to FM, Roomies etc.
• Feel thermally comfortable 
• Feel visually comfortable .....

User profile                      

External Environment

Internal Environment

Immediate conditions

Ʃ
Location profile                      

Mid-term conditions

Figure 1 Predominant parameters on the user behaviour

THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE USER-BEHAVIOUR TOOL
The main focus of the UBT is to provide different stakeholders (Facility/Maintenance Managers and Building 
Managers) a framework to tackle efficient decision according to the building status and the occupant’s behaviour 
and state. Indeed, the benefits for the Facility/Maintenance Managers will be an integrated framework for 
supervising the building interventions and early reaction to building operation abnormalities that could occur. 
From the Buildings Managers perspective, the UBT will facilitate the accomplishment of policies at regional, 
national and pan-European. For the end-users or building occupants, the benefits of the module will mainly be 
focused on adapting building behaviour according to their preferences. Therefore, the UBT will provide suitable 
recommendations and building control strategies for the benefit of building occupants’ comfort through 
adapting and making efficient the building operations. 
Hence, the proposed UBT (Figure 2) will collect the Facility Manager (FM) and Energy Manager (EM) requests. 
These requests activate the “User Behaviour Models” that indeed uses the information from BMS, user sensors, 
and occupant preferences through the semantic model (“Building and User Knowledge Base”). It should 
be noted that user sensors will collect data in the form of events to be real-time analysed and semantically 
filtered. Mentioned sensor data will correspond with presence/movement information and user state. This 
event information will be combined with building specific data such as occupant presence/movement, indoor 
environmental conditions (temperature, CO2, relative humidity etc.), lighting, window opening/closing behaviour, 
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thermostat adjusting behaviour. In addition, online questionnaires will be used to gather occupant preferences, 
which then will be used to identify comfort ranges of occupants per profile.

The semantic model (“Building and User Knowledge Base”) stores current building occupants’ contextualized 
information with the aim at deriving new knowledge from the stored information by applying semantic reasoning 
combined with rules reasoning. Thus, this new knowledge can be corresponded with the application of the FM/
EM decision-making procedures, identifying comfort levels, detecting complex abnormalities, etc. The available 
and generated information (knowledge) from the knowledge base is shared with the “User Behaviour Models”. 
These models derive new thresholds and semantic information (e.g. new set points, operational strategies, etc.) 
through knowledge discovery algorithms to support the generation of the mentioned complex abnormalities and 
indeed generate recommendations. These thresholds will be included into the reasoning in the form of semantic 
rules that dynamically will provide specific building behaviour. Hereafter, these kinds of rules will support the 
decision-making and the generation of recommendations. During the generation of these recommendations, 
the FM/ EM or even the models can use external simulation tools to refine the recommendations with the user 
experience. The final model recommendations are stored in the semantic model that indeed returns it to the 
mentioned stakeholders. As a result, the knowledge base can interact to the user behaviour models to enhance 
the recommendations and generate effective knowledge based on the actual state of the building and users. 
This module can be capable of real-time actuation over the building by the identification and remediation 
of complex behavioural events (e.g. semantic rules/restrictions over the events) to avoid energy inefficiencies 
meanwhile the user comfort is maintained or enhanced.

Figure 2 Concept and Approach of the proposed User Behaviour Module 
Consequently, the recommendations are derived from information directly acquired from the occupants via 
health monitors and questionnaires. Both inputs are analysed by the user behaviour models and combined with 
building information to generate a dynamic, adaptable and holistic recommender and decision support system. 
As mentioned, the main components of the UBT are the (i) “Building User Knowledge Base” as a model to 
contextualise the building and user-related information; (ii) “Cross-dimensional recommendations” as a 
recommender and decision making system to derive suitable building operation according to user comfort and 
state; and (iii) “User Behaviour Models” as a set of data mining and machine learning algorithms for inferring 
dynamic rules for the “Building User Knowledge Base”. 
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Building-User Knowledge Base

The building-user knowledge base of the UBT is aimed at representing (i) the building infrastructure and systems; 
(ii) the user behaviour and state; and (iii) the decision paths and flows that take place in the building. For that 
purpose, the building knowledge base will consider current standard semantic models related to buildings such 
as IFC-OWL [21] and SAREF [22]. In terms of building sensors, abstraction will be conducted through W3C-SSN 
[23] and Geo-SPARQL [24] for representing building geometry. Finally, user behaviour will take advantage of 
the conversion the developed models (“Functionalities and Data Requirements for the User Behaviour Tool” 
section) into semantic resources over the Schema.org [26]. The main novelty of this combination between 
existent and non-semantic resources will permit the knowledge base to be standard and linked with open 
building data. Moreover, the construction of this semantic model will advance in providing comprehensive 
abstractions and data fusion (integration) for the building and energy domain. Therefore, this paradigm will 
advance towards adopting semantic sensor web paradigms [25]. 

Cross-Dimensional Recommendations

Cross-Dimensional recommendation is aimed at taking advantage of the building-user knowledge base to 
derive the proper recommendations based on the incoming building information. This cross-dimensional 
recommendation will be generated through semantic reasoning with temporal and spatial reasoning capabilities. 
The semantic reasoning to be applied will comprise the use of streaming reasoning to select critical events at 
different time stamps [27]. These crucial streams of data will be stored in a semantic data store or semantic 
repository (Sesame [28], Virtuoso [29], StarDog [30], etc). The spatial reasoning will be conducted through the 
geo-reasoners applied over the information stored in the semantic repository. 

More complex reasoning and cross-recommendation will be performed through the dynamic rules reasoning. In 
the one hand, dynamic rules coming from the “User behaviour models” and encapsulated in SWRL [31] or SPIN 
[32], will be incorporated into the elaborated knowledge base. Moreover, rule-based reasoning over the building 
will be performed using JENA-SWRL [33] for SWRL rules or SPIN engine for SPIN rules. 
The novelty of the cross-dimensional recommendations generation will be focused on the combination between 
temporal and spatial reasoning at low level. Moreover, other highlighted benefits will come from the generation 
of cross-dimensional recommendations using OWL reasoning and rule-based reasoning. 

User Behaviour Models

User-Behaviour Models will be focused on applying data mining and machine learning algorithms in order to 
detect energy abnormalities and user behaviour and comfort abnormalities. With this aim, this specific part 
of the module will apply a Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) methodology [34] to encode adaptive 
knowledge in the form of SWRL or SPIN rules. 

This methodology will use (i) forecasting techniques; and (ii) classification techniques to infer mentioned 
kind of rules. Forecasting techniques (e.g. Linear Regression, Multi-Variate Forecasting, etc.) will be applied in 
order to predict user behaviour and then, detect possible abnormalities of uncomforted building states. Finally, 
classification techniques will permit to generate a decision tree with the efficient and inefficient building activities 
based on user information combined with the building information. 
The novelty of this part of the UBT is the generation of dynamic and adaptive knowledge to be applied over the 
current building state (facts). Moreover, this approach will permit also to move to more holistic decision systems 
not only including intra-building information but also with the possibility to include other building decision 
making procedures.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This study presented a framework to integrate user-behaviour in the operation strategies of building systems. 
The proposed framework also has the capability to be integrated with building simulation tools for improving 
the accuracy of energy performance of the buildings in the design phase. The framework includes three main 
components: the preferences and state of the users which must be met in order for the user to be comfortable and 
satisfied with their environment; the behaviours which users can perform in order to increase their satisfaction 
levels in the environment; the building systems with which users can interact to affect the building energy 
consumption. The proposed UBT provides novelties and benefits at social, technological and energy perspective. 
From social perspective, UBT module will provide the building occupants and building managers to convey on 
behalf the energy efficiency and sustainability of the building operation. From the technologic perspective, the 
UBT presents answers to most common challenges and needs proposed to the adoption of semantics in building 
management and semantic sensor web research lines. In this sense, the application of semantic stream reasoning 
to detect initial relevant events and more cross-dimensional recommendations and higher level (like a divide and 
conquer approach) will permit to create a reinforced decisions combining all building processes and information. 
From the energy perspective, this presented conceptual model will permit to interrelate different stakeholders’ 
energy decision-making procedures to enable holistic decision-making. As a conclusion, the adoption of the 
framework will enable buildings to be more energy efficient, moving towards the accomplishment of the EU 
energy challenges in matters of zero-energy buildings, low carbon and circular economy paradigms. 
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